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1. INTRODUCTION 
For a finite group G, let P(G), IZ(G), and Q(G) denote the rings of all integer 
combinations of the permutation, rationally represented, and rationally valued 
characters of G, respectively. Clearly P(G) E R(G) & Q(G), and by Artin’s 
theorem, n(G) = exp(Q(G)/P(G)) is finite. 
The study of these rings, the Schur index, and n(G) has had a long history. 
Frobenius [5] proved that P(G) = R(G) = Q(G) if G is the symmetric group 
on n-letters. Roquette [9] and Solomon [12] showed that R(G) = P(G) if G 
is a p-group p-odd, and [Q(G) : R(G)] = 1 or 2 if p = 2. In 1960 Takahashi 
and Feit (independently and unpublished) proved that P(G) = R(G) for all 
p-groups G. A topological proof has been published recently by Segal [II] 
and a group theoretic proof has been published by Ritter [IO]. 
Serre gave an example of a nilpotent group G showing that P(G) # R(G). 
The example is G = Za x Qs (h ere Q8 is the regular quaternion group of 
eight elements). Recent work by Solomon [13] has given some upper bounds 
for n(G), and using these methods, he shows that Z’(G) = Q(G) for the hyper- 
octahedral group. Mayer also obtains this result in [8]. 
This paper will examine n(G) for certain metacyclic groups G. Specifically, 
let G be a faithful metacyclic group, i.e., G is a metacyclic group which has an 
irreducible character x which is induced from a faithful linear character. Let 
e(x) = CS x6, 8 E Gal[Q(x) : 81, and define n(x) = least integer n such that 
no(x) E P(G). We call n(x) the Artin index of the character x. In Sections 3 
and 4 of this paper we determine n(x) explicitly for x a faithful irreducible 
character of a faithful metacyclic G. The characterization theorem is as follows. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let G be a metacyclicgroup with a faith&l nonlinear character x. 
* The original manuscript was revised while the author was a visiting assistant professor 
at the University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon. 
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Let G have presentation G = (a, b 1 am = 1, baZ-l = aT, b” = ah), where the 
order of Y mod m = u and x = A*, where X is a faithful linear character of (a). 
Tb 
n(x) = n (qt~-uy), 
qlu 
where qtq = deg A% H, = (a, S,> where S, is any q-Sylow subgroup of G, 
and q”q is the largest order of an element of S, which does not intersect (anal(~~~q)). 
In Section 5 we apply these results to obtain the following results. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For every natural number n there exists a jinite group G 
such that n(G) = n. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. There exists a $nite group G such that P(G), R(G), and 
Q(G) are all distinct. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let G be a dihedralgroup, then P(G) = Q(G). 
The author wishes to thank the referee for his many useful comments. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
G will always denote a finite group. x will always denote an (absolutely) 
irreducible character of G. Let P(G), Q(G), R(G), n(G), n(x), and B(x) be 
defined as in Section 1. G will be called metacyclic if G contains a normal 
cyclic group (a) such that G/(a) is cyclic. G will be called a faithful metacyclic 
group if G is metacyclic and has an irreducible character x which is induced 
from a faithful linear character. If q~ is a nonfaithful character of G with kernel K 
we use n(x; G/K) to denote n(x) when x is viewed as a faithful character of G/K. 
Clearly n(X; G) 1 n(x; G/K). All other nonstandard notation will be introduced 
in the text. We now prove some preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be an Abelian group. Then n(h) = 1 for all irreducible 
characters h. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the order of G. By induction we can 
assume that X is faithful, and because G is Abelian, h is linear. Thus G is a 
cyclic group of order m. In this case the assertion is a theorem of Lam [6, 
Theorem 2.11. Moreover, a calculation shows that if G = (x) with j(x)\ = pt 
with p a prime, then B(h) = l$> - 1 t&l) (h is faithful). 
We now characterize both metacyclic and faithful metacyclic groups G. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a metacyclic group. Then G has a presentation G = 
<CO, u / UP = 1, UOJU-~ = d, d = wh), where u = order of r mod m, u / s, 
m~h(r-l)and~~h~m,where~=m/vwithv=~,m,p~(m,s)andm,= 
p-part of m. 
Proof. Most of this is in Amitsur [I, Lemma 31 and Yamada [14, Proposi- 
tion 41 but we will show all of it for completeness. Let N be the maximal normal 
cyclic subgroup of G for which G/N is cyclic. Therefore N = (w) and G/N = 
(UN). Then clearly urn = 1, ue~u-l = wr, and us = J for some integers 
m, s, r, and t. Clearly if u = the order of r mod m, then u 1 s. One can assume 
that t 1 m; because if one takes ~“1 where n,t + n,m = (t, m), one obtains a 
new generator of (w) with t = (m, t) 1 m. Now let ZI = lJI, m,p / (m, s) and 
nz m3, = p-part of m and consider u JV. This is also a generator of G/N. Moreover 
r’ = yrnlV induces the same automorphism as r on (w>, 
Letting r = r’, u = amlQ, and h = t * (m/v) gives the desired presentation. 
To see that m 1 h(r - l), notice 
We also note that m 1 h(r - 1) implies that m/(r - 1, m) j h. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a faithful metacyclic group with a nonlinear irreducible 
character x. Then G has apresentation G = (a, b / am = 1, bab-1 = ar, bu = ah), 
where h ) m and the order of r mod m = u. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 G has presentation 
with (m, r) = 1, m ( h(r - I), u = order of r mod m, u 1 s, and h 1 m. 
By Yamada’s work [14, Proposition 41 x = h*, where /\ is a linear character 
of a subgroup Ht = (w, at)t 1 u. As h is assumed to be faithful, Ht is cyclic. 
Because Ht is Abelian, at E Go(u); and thus t = u. Now, either ut = au E (w> or 
(I w ),I uU 1) = 1. If uU E (w>, then u = s and we let a = w, b = a, and we 
are done. If (I w j, 1 uU I) = 1, then (m, (s/u) * (m/h)) = 1. This implies that 
h = m and that (m, s/u) = 1. Let a = wa %, let b = a. Choose a new r’ such 
that r’ E Y mod m and Y’ = 1 mod(s/u). (This is possible by the Chinese 
remainder theorem.) We thus get the desired presentation: 
G = (a, b ( am’(slu) = 1, b&l = a”, b” = am) 
and the order of r’ mod m * (s/u) = u. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let Q be a metacyclic q-group: 
0 = (a, b I a@ == 1, b-lab = QT, bpt == a”“). 
If H _C Q and H n (a) = 1, then H is cyclic. 
Proof. Let H C Q with H n (a) = 1. Then 
H g (a>H/(a> C G/(a) z (b). 
The only subgroups of a cyclic group are cyclic. 
3. THE ARTIN INDEX FOR CHARACTERS OF 
FAITHFUL METACYCLIC GROUPS 
We now determine n(x) for x an irreducible character of a faithful metacyclic 
group G. Our first proposition reduces the calculation of n(x) to a calculation 
on subgroups of G. Specifically, let n,(x) = the q-part of n(x), q a prime. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let G have a faithful nonlinear character X, with G = 
<a, b j anI = I, bab-l = a?, bU = ah> order of Y = u mod m. Let x =: A* where 
his afaithful character of (a). For each q 1 u let H, == (a, b”@), where (q, u/q”) = I. 
Then n&X, G) = nU(AHa; H,). 
Proof. Because x = A* is irreducible, B(x) lH = B(N). This implies that 
na(hH~; H,) < n,(x; G). But f?(Pa)* = 8(x) . 1 G :qHo / with (q, I G : H, 1) = 1. 
This gives 
YZ,(~; G) < n,&+; Ha). 
Q.E.D. 
Thus we are reduced to the case where u = qt, q a prime. While in Section 3 
we will assume we are in the following standard situation: G is a metacyclic 
group with a faithful nonlinear character x; 
G = (a, b 1 Q” = 1, bab-l = UT, bgt = ah), 
where the order of Y mod m is qt. m / h(r - 1) and 8 1 h j m, where / = m/v 
with v = I’j m,p 1 (m, q”) and mD = p-part of m. Moreover x = A*, where X 
is a faithful linear character of (a). 
We now proceed to the main characterization theorem. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let G be a faithful metacyclic group with a nonlinear 
character x of degree qt. Then qt/q” / n(x), where q” is the order of the largest 
cyclic group outside of aml(m,@. 
Proof. Suppose q { m = I(a>l. Recall v = n, mvp / (q’, m) and m, = 
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p-part of m imply that v = 1. But (m/v) 1 h ’ m, thus h = m. Calculating we 
obtain P” = ah = am = 1. Thus n(x) 2 qt/qt = 1 and we have our desired 
result. 
Suppose q ! m = p$ ***p,” (with p, = q). Let h be a faithful linear character 
of (a). Thus h -= Ai ~0. An , where hi is an irreducible character of <a> and 
i(a) : Ker & / -= p”,‘, 1 < i < n. Now Gal[Q(h) : Q] :.. nIi Gal[Q(/\) : Q(Ai)]; 
thus we have that B(h) == B(h,) ... B(h,). If x E (a), then 
0(X,)(x) =: p:” - py, x E Ker hi , 
-py if xDi E Ker X. z 3 
--0 otherwise. 
x 4 Ker Xi , 
This follows from a remark in the proof of Lemma 2.1. An easy calculation 
shows that 8(x) = B(h) on (a) and 0(x) k1 0 off of (a). 
Let n(x) elx) = C Z,l,* E P(G) with H C G. Let x = ~‘~~/~~l”‘p~l, y = 
(x)pn = (x)“. l,,*(x) - lH*(y) = 0 unless y E H and x $ H. 
6d4 - w(Y) = I(-- 1)” (P:I- 1) - (~2-1~ 
_. [(..-.I>“-1 p;-’ . . . p>flz;-l(p; _ p>-l)] 
._. (-]yp;. JJ pz”“-l 
ii”, 
Thus 
= (-- 1)” p; n *ji -1. 
i#n 
72tx) e(x)(x) - n(x) e(x)(y) = - c zHqt qHn* , 
HES 
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therefore qt/qa 1 n(x), where qa is the largest q-part of any HE S. But this 
qa is clearly the order of the largest subgroup H, of a Sylow q-subgroup of G 
which does not intersect (a”~~). Also this number is independent of which 
Sylow q subgroup we choose; as they are all conjugate and (a) g G. Lemma 2.4 
says that such H, are all cyclic. Q.E.D. 
We now show that this bound is exact. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let G be a faithful metacyclic group with an irreducible 
character x. If there exists an element c such that (a) n (c} = 1 and / c j = qy 
then (deg x/q") ‘3x1 E P(G). 
Proof. Let x = h*, h a faithful character of (a). Again q(x) /(a> = B(h) = 
WA ... @(A,). By Lemma 2.1 each 
e(h,) = l:y:‘Kernf - I~~~~$&-~~ , 
viewed as a character of G/Ker Xi . B(A) = n (l& - lTa,,,IPi)) (with abuse of 
notation) and if we multiply them all out we have that B(h) = C f(lg> - lp’), 
where H, L C (amlpl’.‘pn). Moreover, each H and L which are subgroups of 
<a”lp~.‘.~n) appear once and only once, and they can always be paired so that 
1 H : L I == p for any desired p j m. 
Choose a prime p such that (p”‘, rj - 1) < pt’ for all j < qt. Such a prime 
must exist, or Y would not have order qt (mod m). Now choose L C H C 
<@lPl”‘“n) such that j H : L 1 = p. 
Thus 
ecx) jca) = e(x) = 1 * (ig) - 1:“)). 
I claim 
(qx) I<~))* = e(x)* = 1 + b* - IL*), 
deg xe(x> = c f OH* - L*). 
This is easily verified for all x E (a) as 1 &c) (ai) = / c / . l,*(ai) for all K Z (a), 
ui E (a). We will be done if we show that lrH,c) - I&) = 0 off of (a). 
1* (H,c) = lTL,G) off of (a) if j C, n (H, c)i = p * I C, n (L, c)I for all x 6 (a). 
Here C, denotes the conjugacy class of x in G. We first show that if C, n 
<H,c)f 0, then C,n(L,c)# D.Let arbjEC,n(H,c).Write l=i+i’ 
with 0 < i’ < d and d/i where H = (a”). Then we must have ui E H and 
ai’& E {c). Now conjugating by aa, a-a(&j)aa = a-@(ai’&j)& = &‘&+“(T’-“bj= 
ai+g(r’-l)ai’bf. Thus a-E(azbi)au E (L, c) iff pd 1 i j- LY(Y~ - 1). 
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If pd 1 i, we are done. So we suppose that d 1 i and pd 7 i. Now d = pt’-lp’, 







i/p' + ct/p'(yj - 1) = 0, mod pt’, 
i/p’ + aIp’psA f 0, mod pt’ 
with yj - 1 = p *A, pa < pt’, (p, h) = 1. 
Let h-9 I 1 modpt’, then we want 
iff 
i/$&l + a/p’p@ = 0 mod pt’ 
iff 
pt’-lp”h-1 + alp’pa E 0 mod pt’ 
pt'-l-bp"X-1 + a/p' z 0 mod ~~‘-6. 
But this is solvable. Choose an n such that npt’-s > pt’-l-sp”h-l and choose 
01 = p'(npt'-+ - pt’-i-@p”h-1). Thus C, n (L, c) = D implies that C, n 
(H, c) = o . Hence we can assume that C, n (L, c) # o . 
Let a”@ E (L, c) fl C, . I claim there are exactly p - 1 elements of 
(H, c) n Czw (L, c) n C, which I can associate to azb’. Consider 01~ = K *pt’-l-@p’, 
1 < K < p - 1, where d = pt’-lp’ and ps = (~j - 1, p”‘) < pt’. As before 
(paZbiacl = ai+~cr’-l)&‘bj where 1 = i + i’ 0 < i’ < pd and pd 1 i. Thus 
u-~(u%~)u” E (H, c) N (L, c) iff d 1 i + CC(Y~ - 1) but pd { i + CY(Y~ - 1). This 
condition is clearly satisfied by the CQ , 1 < K < p - 1. One easily checks 
that these p - 1 conjugates of azbj are distinct. Moreover if we start out with 
two distinct conjugates of X; say azW and al@, then it is straightforward to show 
that conjugation by the unk leads to distinct elements of (H, c) N (L, c). The 
proof is complete. 
We now summarize Proposition 3.1, Proposition 3.2, and Proposition 3.3 
into a main theorem: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let G be a metacyclicgroup with a faithful nonlinear character x. 
Let G have presentation G = (a, b 1 am = I, b&l = a+, b” = ah), where order 
of Y mod m = u, and x = A*, where h is a faithful character of (a). Then 
n(x) = IJ,lU (qt~q), where qb = deg FQ; H, = (a, S,), where S, is any 
Sylow q subgroup of G, and qua is the largest order of an element of S, which does 
not intersect <u~~(~*~)). 
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Proof. By 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 n&) = qt-“, where q” is the order of the largest 
cyclic H which does not intersect (~~l(~*g)). By the remark at the end of the 
proof of Proposition 3.2 we get the desired result. 
4. SOME ELEMENTARY NUMBER THEORY 
We now use elementary number theory to calculate the q part of n(x). By 
Theorem 3.4 we only have to investigate metacyclic q-groups. We prove a 
lemma which will be useful in studying these q-groups. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let r be an integer 0 < r # 1 such that (r, qB) = 1. Let 9” = 
the order of r mod q8 and let q8 = (r - 1, qB>. Then s > 0. Moreover, if we 
write h s 1 (mod qy) to mean that h = 1 mod qy but h + 1 (mod qyfl), then 
(i) if r z 1 mod q 8, then rqy E 1 mod qs+y for q odd or 28 >, 4, 
(ii) if r s 1 mod 2, then rzY E 1 mod 2Y+lr, 2 < (y. < /3. 
Proof, We first show that s > 0. Suppose s = 0, so r = C + 1 (8, q) = 1. 
Then 
rQ - 1 = (e + 1)” - 1 =cq+q(p+“‘+qt+l -1 
= cq + q&q-1 + **. + qe 
ifr~-l~Omodq,thenq/~*.Thusif(r-l,q)=1,then(r~-l,q)=1. 
Applying this qz times we obtain (r 9’ - 1, q) = 1, but this contradicts the 
fact that the order of r mod qB = $. To prove (i) and (ii) we observe: Suppose 
r~lmodqS,i.e.,r=~qs+l,(L’,q)=l.Then 
rq - 1 = (tq8 + 1) - 1 = (Cq”)” + q(dq8)q-1 + **a + q(lq’) + 1 - 1, 
rcI _ 1 = qS+l(~PqSq--s-l + &-lqS4-28 + . . . + /)>, 
rQ--I ZO mod q8+l, 
un~ess~q-2s=Oandsq-s-l=OO,i.e.,q=2ands=1.Inthiscase 
rs - 1 = 0 mod 2r+“, 01 > 2, and (i) and (ii) now follow. 
Let Q be a metacyclic q-group with presentation: Q = (c, d 1 cq4 = 1, 
&d-l = CT, dQt = cg’) with the order of r mod qS = q”, q” j q”, and q8 j q”(r - 1). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let Q be as above, then q” is the largest order for an element 
outside of c@l(q.@J, whine CL is as follows. 
If y = #!, then 01 = t. 
If /3 # y < t, then 01 = y. 
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I’qs#2and~#y>t,thmor=t. 
If qs = 2,and /3 # y > t with qt = 4” (432 = the order of r mod qB), then 
a = t. 
Ifqq”=2andB#y>t with q* < qt, then 01 = t - 1. 
Proof. We can assume that p > 0. For if /3 = 0, then Q is a cyclic group. 
(@s/(~~@)) = I and d has order qt. If /3 > 0, then (&s~(~*@)) = (8’). Thus 
(cidj) n (&‘) = CT 3 (cidj)” n (c+') = m 
for all n < \(cidj)l. Let j = jlqt--or, (j,, q) = 1; then if (cidi) n (cQ’-‘) = @, 
we must have (cGP)‘J~ = 1: 
Now 
(&j)Q” = ci[(~i)s~-l+(~~)a”z+~~~+ri+l]~ju” 
= Ci[(rj)“a-‘+...+Tj+l] . (cq’, 
(,i&)q” = 1 iff i[(yj)q”l-l + (ri)Q”-2 + ... + yj + 11 + qWj 
EE 0 (mod q”). 
@4)nOL-l + (q+2 + . . . + (yj) + 1 
= (g+) [(+-I + ... + (d) + I] 
(t-y - 1 (rYqt-“@) _ 1 
= _ - @j) _ 1 rYP - 1 
(rq - 1 
= (ri’Pt-y _ 1 (i’, 4) = 1. 
Now a calculation similar to the one used in Lemma 4.1 shows that the q-part 
of rj’d - 1 = the q-part of rQY - 1, (jl, q) = 1. Thus 
iff i 
yYd _ 1 
yA+-c’ - 1 
+gqy = 0 modqs 
has a solution for some i. Clearly if y = p then i = 0 is a solution and (Y = t. 
So we suppose that y < p - 1. Let qs = (r - 1, 4”). We apply Lemma 4.1 
in the case that q is odd or 2” 3 4. 
Q 
t+s 
(@&)P = 1 iff i.X t+o;+s + j’qy = 0 
Q 
(mod qB)(Aj’, q) = 1 
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iff i*@+j’qY=O (mod@) h as a solution. Clearly there is a solution iff 
fx GY. 
If y < t, then OL = y is max value of 0~. 
If y > t, then a = t is the max value of CX. 
There remains the case ps = 2. From our presentation of Q, qa 1 q~(r - l), 
j3 - 1 < y < /I. Recall that the case y = fi was taken care of. Assume q5 = 2 
and y = /I - 1. The use of Lemma 4.1 and calculations similar to the previous 
ones yields: 
ify<t,thena=y; 
if t < y and t = x (recall qx = the order of r mod qs), then 01 = t; 
if t < y and x < t, then (Y = t - 1. 
Our result follows. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
We now apply our results from Sections 3 and 4. We first show that the 
exponent of Q(G)/P(G) can be any number. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let n be any number, then there exists a finite group G 
such that n(G) = exponent Q(G)/P(G) is n. 
Proof. Let n = 4% *** pit be given. Choose a prime p such that n 1 p - 1. 
Such a prime exists by Dirichlet’s theorem applied to the arithmetic series 
1 + kn. There exists an Y’ with (Y’, n) = 1 such that Y’ induces an automorphism 
of order n on a cyclic group with order p. By the Chinese remainder theorem 
there exists an integer r such that r = r’ modp and Y = 1 mod qp for all qi 1 n. 
Let G be the metacyclic group with presentation 
G = (a, b 1 &‘“l-‘ad = 1, bab-’ = a’, b” = a”). 
Let x be a faithful nonlinear character of G where x = X* with h a faithful 
linear character of <a). By Theorem 3.4 we only have to investigate the structure 
of the q,-Sylow subgroup for q1 1 n. Such a subgroup has presentation in the 
notation of Proposition 4.2. 
Qi = (c, d 1 cqi = 1, b&-l = c*, b”:” z c”’ = c) 
with the order of r mod qi = 1. Clearly y = 0 and y < t * 01 = 0. Thus the 
pi part of n(x) = q$ for all qi j R, i.e., n(x) = 12. e(x) contains all the faithful 
nonlinear characters of G. All other characters p of G are induced from linear 
characters X of (a, b”), where u j 7t (see [14, Proposition 41). Hence degp 1 n 
for all other irreducible characters p. Viewing p as a faithful irreducible character 
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of G’ = G/imp, we obtain as in the proof of Proposition 3.6, that (degp) 
O(p) E P(G). Therefore n(p; G) 1 n (p; G’) / deg p 1 n. All linear characters /\ 
have n(h) = 1. Thus n(G) = n, as desired. 
We note that Theorem 5.1 is the analog to the following theorem of Brauer 
[4], Berman [3], Yamada [14], and Lorenz [7], on the Schur index. 
PROPOSITION 5.2 [4, 7, 141. For each natural number n there exists a group G 
with an irreducible character x such that m&y) = n (ma(x) is the Schur index 
of x over Q). 
We now bring the Schur index into the picture. We construct a group G 
such that the three rings P(G), R(G), and Q(G) are all distinct. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. There exists a jinite group G such that P(G), R(G), and 
Q(G) are all distinct. 
Proof. Choose odd primes p and q such that q2 / p - 1, but q3 rp - 1 
(p = 19, q = 3 will work). Form the metacyclic group G = (a, b 1 a*g = 1, 
bab-l = a’, bs’ = a”), where r induces the automorphism of order q2 on (a”> 
and fixes (a*}. Let x = X*, where X is a faithful linear character of (a). As 
before n(G) = q2. We now compute the Schur index of x, m&v). These have 
been determined by Yamada [14], but we use results of Amitsur [l] and Berman 
[2]. As deg x = q2, ma(x) = 1, q, or q2. If deg x = m,(x), then G is contained 
in a division algebra D over Q(x). We apply a result of Amitsur [I, Theorem 31 
to obtain G C D iff (Q(E&, 0 T , 6,) is a division algebra. (The notation is as in [I].) 
If the index of this algebra is q2, then its exponent is also q2; but 
(Qkxw), or 7 4” N 1. Thus ma(x) = 1 or q. To show that m&x) # 1, it suffices 
to show that M,,(x) # 1, where Q, is the p-adic numbers. 
We use a result of Berman [2, Formula 4.4, 221 to calculate m&v). Following 
his notation 
ma,,(x) = [Q,(6) : Qz4f)l - [c : ml. 
Using our group G we have that G = m. The character 4’ is h, on the subgroup 
(bqZ) and $ is X,,S on the subgroup (b). (Here h, means /\: x ti E,~ , where x 
is a generator of (x) and E, is a primitive mth root of unity.) 
ma,(x) = [Qp(cp~) : Q9(eb)], but this is fl, as Q, contains the p - 1 = 
Zq2th roots of unity only. Thus P(G), R(G), and Q(G) are all distinct. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let G be a dihedralgroup. Then n(x) = 1 for all irreducible 
characters of G. 
Proof. Because any homomorphic image of a dihedral group is an Abelian 
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group or another dihedral group, we can assume x is faithful. Thus G has 
presentation: 
G -_= (a, b 1 a” zzz 1, O-1 zzz a--‘, h2 zzz a”“). 
x : = A*, where h is a faithful character of (a). The degree of x -= 2, and b 
has order 2 and b $ (a); thus Proposition 3.3 implies n(x) -_ 1. 
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